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ABSTRACT There have been some biomechanics-based control systems that have achieved better realistic

virtual human motion. Yet their abilities to adapt the changing environments are weaker than the traditional

control systems with characters driven by proportional derivative actuators directly. In our method, we build

a hierarchical neuromuscular virtual human (NMVH) motion control system that consists of a low-level

spine reflex layer and a high-level policy control layer. The spine reflex layer uses a feedback net to map

sensory information to excitations, which stimulate muscles to generate joint torques. The policy control

layer includes a deep neural network, which provides a learned action policy to spine reflex layer for

achieving terrain-adaptive motion skills. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to optimize

the gain factors of the feedback net for finding out a basic policy to make the virtual human walk on the

flat terrain autonomously. The proximal policy optimization algorithm is employed to train the deep neural

network in policy control layer for learning how to modulate the actions to adapt to the changing terrain.

The simulation results in Matlab show that virtual human can walk smoothly and better adapt to the given

terrain changes. It demonstrates that our control system improves the terrain-adaptive walking skill of the

neuromuscular virtual human.

INDEX TERMS Biped walking, hierarchical control, neuromuscular virtual human, proximal policy

optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual human plays an important role in many applications

including video games, film and virtual reality. Among many

approaches proposed to simulate human movement, efforts

that designing themotion controllers ideally capable of adapt-

ing to the body’s environment have progressed steadily. Not

only the control models of virtual human are important

in determining the perceived motion quality of an applica-

tion, but also have the potential to elicit new controllers

for legged robots and give simulation platforms for testing

walking assistive devices [1], [2]. Recently, it has shown that

a biomechanics based control model with only neural reflexes

can generate walking close to human kinematics, dynamics

and muscle stimulations [3], [4]. And this control model is

already used to drive virtual human to walk and run like

real humans [5]. However, when the environment changes,
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it is necessary to optimize all parameters again to get a new

ideal result. Obviously, it is impractical that virtual human

stores look-up tables of hundreds or thousands of control

parameters for all different environments and behaviors.

Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) provides a

promising approach for developing dynamic character con-

trollers with adaptive advantage on the irregular terrains.

Furthermore, these controllers trained with DRL can gener-

ate motions with high quality like state-of-the-art kinematic

methods [6]. As with most physics based control methods,

characters in these DRL trained control frameworks are still

driven by proportional-derivative (PD) controllers that pro-

duce the torques applied to the joints according to spec-

ified target angles. However, these torques acquired from

PD controllers are hardly expressing for the truly actuate

procedure in a real human motion, also for the forces inter-

action between human and environment. Therefore, aiming

at strengthen terrain-adaptive walking skills, a hierarchical

framework with a deep neural network is integrated into
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the biomechanics based control system. And, a deep rein-

forcement learning framework is provided to train control

policies for improving the terrain-adaptive motion skills of

the simulated biomechanics based character.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A quick

overview of the related works is presented in Section 2.

Section 3 describes the hierarchical organization of the vir-

tual human motion control model and proposes a method

of motion generation through deep reinforcement learning.

The applications of our approach and the experimental results

with discussions are presented in Section 4. Section 5 draws

conclusions and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtual humans have been popularly employed in various

scenarios and must act and react in their simulated environ-

ment, and the motion control and simulation of physics-based

virtual human has been a topic of interest in computer

animation, robotics, and biomechanics for several decades.

Physics-based motion control approach allows all motion

to be the result of a physics simulation process. As a con-

sequence, virtual human automatically interacts in a way

that is physically accurate, without the need for additional

motion data or scripts [7], [8]. In physically based virtual

human simulation, much of the simulation techniques have

been based on articulated skeleton with joint torques gener-

ated by PD controllers [8], [9]. However, these approaches

do not consider the fact that the joint torques that produce

motion are the direct result of muscle forces acting on these

joints. Recently, the simulation of muscle-forced movements

is an active research topic of growing attention, because the

generated locomotion is human-like in terms of dynamics,

adaptivity, and robustness [10]–[12]. Also, the muscle force

driven controllers can be used to obtain motion data from

the virtual human designed based on deformities or injuries,

since obtaining real-world data of such characters can be a

challenge. In biomechanical movement simulations, virtual

humans are able to control joint torques thanks to antag-

onistically acting muscle pairs with the Hill-based muscle

model to generate force almost exclusively [13]. Delp et al.

developed a model of the human lower extremity to study

how surgical changes in musculoskeletal geometry and mus-

culotendon parameters affect muscle force and its moment

about the joints [14]. However, this model contains too many

muscles for a virtual human, it is usually used in medical

field but not in motion simulation [15]. The neural networks

along the spinal cord play a significant role in actuating

muscles to generate motion behaviors, which has been proved

by experiments in human and animals [16]–[18]. Inspired

by neuromuscular models and reflex control, Geyer et al.

demonstrated that reflex-based motor control can generate

efficient and reliable bouncing gaits instead of using central

motor commands [19]. Then a simple muscle-actuate bipedal

walking model is designed based on a reflex loop which

simulate the neural reflex network from real human and

produced stable locomotion with characteristics close to real

humans [4]. This neuromuscular model of Geyer and Herr is

a well-accepted human walking model, which is extended to

3D and received a good locomotion result [4]. Other studies

on reflex control show the important potential of this bioin-

spired method for understanding human motor control [20].

While significant progress has been made in recent years,

motion control of muscle-forced characters remains a weak

interactive ability.

The reinforcement learning (RL) offers a promise of being

able to learn control strategies in a principled way. It has been

applied in a number of ways to the control of walking [21].

Some RL approaches have been explored to develop more

general controllers for simulated characters [22]–[24]. How-

ever, the high-dimensionality of the state spaces involved

in the control of locomotion remains problematic, as does

the need to design an appropriate reward function. Recently,

significant progress has been made by combining advances

in deep learning for learning feature representations with

reinforcement learning. Notable examples are training agents

to play Atari games based on raw pixels [25], [26]. Impres-

sive results have also been obtained in training deep neu-

ral network policies for 3D locomotion and manipulation

tasks [24], [27]. The DRL can be viewed as introducing deep

neural networks (DNNs) to RL. Recently, it has demon-

strated increasing capabilities for continuous control prob-

lems, including agents that can move with skill and agility

through their environment [6], [28]. These RL-based tech-

niques have the advantage that, compared to the gait con-

trollers previously described, less user input is needed to hand

tune the controllers, and they are more flexible to learning

additional, novel tasks.

Our work builds upon relevant technical advances in deep

reinforcement learning, biomechanics, and neuroscience to

model the biomechanical characteristics of the human body

and to emulate its motor control mechanisms. The hierarchi-

cal virtual human control system that we created includes a

neural reflex layer and a policy control layer with a DNN.

We adopt the proximal policy optimization (PPO) method to

train the neural network in policy control layer to adjust some

parameters for improving the terrain-adaptive walking skill of

the neuromuscular virtual human (NMVH). In our approach,

we actuate each joint by muscle tendon units (MTUs) rather

than using PD controllers. This is advantageous because it

allows us to properly model the complexity of the human

tendon network, which we believe is important for obtaining

realistic motions. We conjectured that deep reinforcement

learning methods would yield more realistic results with bio-

logically accurate models and actuators. And, in this method

the search space is reduced by driving the virtual human in

accordance with a hierarchical control structure.

III. CONTROL SYSTEM

A schematic view of the simulation system as shown in Fig. 1.

The simulation system drives the musculoskeletal human

model by integrating a hierarchical control model with a

high-level policy control layer and a low-level neural reflex
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FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the NMVH motion control system.

layer. In the virtual human model, the MTUs are employed

with the purpose of receiving activations from neural reflex

layer and generating the muscle force to actuate the human

musculoskeletal body. At neural reflex layer, a neural nerve

network senses four kinds of feedback information and maps

them to muscle excitations. The policy control layer has

a deep neural network which is trained through the PPO

method, and maps the surrounding terrain and current state of

the agent to an action to adjust the basic policy for improving

its terrain-adaptive motion skill.

A. MUSCULOSKELETAL MODEL

The virtual human is modeled as a three dimensional system

consisted of a hierarchy of rigid bodies with seven segments

connected by eight internal degrees of freedom (DOFs) and

actuated by 20 MTUs, as shown in Fig. 2. The eight internal

DOFs include one for each ankle and knee and two for each

hip joint of both limbs. All joints are actuated by the estab-

lished dynamic MTUs [4], [5]. The gluteus (GLU) and the

hip flexor (HFL) permit respectively extension and flexion of

the hip joint in sagittal plane. The hip abductors (HAB) and

adductors (HAD) actuate the hip joint roll in coronal plane.

FIGURE 2. The NMVH’s Musculoskeletal model.

The knee joint is extended by the Vasti (VAS). The ankle joint

is driven by the gastrocnemius (GAS) and the tibialis (TA),

permitting extension and flexion of the joints respectively.

The three bi-articular muscle tendon units, the hamstring

(HAM), the rectus femoris (RF) and the soleus (SOL), can

actuate two joints at the same time. The weight and the

length of different segments are based on anthropometric data

from [29].

FIGURE 3. The interplay of a MTU’s internal components and the
relationship among the MTU’s received activation A, muscle length lMTU

and muscle force F MTU.

Fig. 3 depicts the internal composition and interplay of a

MTU model and how it interacts with the neural reflex layer

and the musculoskeletal model. Inside the Hill-type MTU

model, the contractile element (CE)models muscle fibers that

can actively generate force, the parallel-elastic element (PE)

models the passive force muscle fibers in parallel with the

CE, and both connect to the serial elastic element (SE) which

models the tendon. The total force of the model is equal to the

force coming from the tendon (FSE) and will always equal the

contribution from the muscle (FCE and FPE):

FMTU = FSE = FCE + FPE. (1)

The active force of the CE depends on its activity A, on its

length through the fl function and on its velocity through the

fv function:

FCE = A · Fmax · fl(l
CE) · fv(v

CE), (2)

with:

ι
dA

dt
= ((S(t)−A),

fl(l
CE) = exp(c|

lCE − lopt

loptw
|3),

fv(v
CE) =





vmax − vCE

vmax + KvCE
, if vCE < 0

N + (N − 1)
vmax + vCE

7.56KvCE − vmax
, if vCE > 0.

The activity is modeled as a first order differential equation of

the stimulation S sent to themuscle, where ι is a time constant.

In the force-length relationship, lopt is the optimumCE length

for maximum force production, w describes the width of the
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fl(l
CE) curve and c is ln(0.05). In the force-velocity relation-

ship, vmax < 0 is the maximum contraction velocity, K is a

curvature constant andN is the dimensionless amount of force

FMTU/Fmax reached at a lengthening velocity vCE − vmax.

In addition, given the tendon slack length lslack, the passive

force FPE acts against muscle movement when the muscle is

slack (i.e. if lMTU − lCE > lslack) or stretches beyond its

optimal length (i.e. if lCE > lopt):

FPE=





Fmax( l
opt−w−lCE

loptw/2
)2, if lMTU − lCE > lslack

Fmax( l
CE−lopt

loptw
)2 fv(v

CE), if lCE > lopt

0, else

.

(3)

The tendon is active only if it extends beyond its slack length

(lSE > lslack) and its force is modeled as a square function of

the normalized tendon length ǫ(lSE) = lSE−lslack

lslack
:

FSE =

{
Fmax(

ǫ

ǫref
)2, if ǫ > 0

0, else
. (4)

When the MTU force FMTU is computed for a given muscle

activityA andMTU length lMTU, it is used to deduce the knee

or ankle joint torque: τ = rj(θ − θmax)FMTU. Where θ is the

current joint angle and rj is the maximumMTU-joint moment

arm with θ = θmax. MTUs attached to the hip are assumed to

have a constant moment arm: τ = rjF
MTU.

B. NEURAL REFLEX LAYER

The muscle force variation of a MTU is relative to the stim-

ulations it receives. The neural reflex layer models the spinal

reflex process of human which receive command and sensory

information and send stimulations to muscles. As shown

in Fig. 4, the neural reflex layer contains a feedback net which

receives control signals from policy control layer, senses

four kinds of feedback information from the body and the

environment and maps all inputs to muscle excitations. The

time delay between policy control layer and neural reflex net

layer is set to 5ms. The neural transmission delay for hip, knee

and ankle to the neural reflex network are set to 2.5ms, 5ms

and 10ms respectively [30]–[32].

FIGURE 4. Neural reflex layer receive control signals and sensory
information and map them as the stimulations to MTUs.

There are three types of muscle sensory information from

all MTUs, including the length feedback that models the

muscle spindle, force feedback that models the Golgi tendon,

and excitation feedback that is used to reflect the correlation

betweenmuscles. Themuscle length feedback from a specific

MTU M is defined as:

BLM = lCEM /l
opt
M (t −1tM )− loffsetM , (5)

where, lCEM , l
opt
M are respectively the CE length and the CE

optimal length ofMTUM , loffsetM is a positive parameter found

by optimization and 1tM is the delay of information sensing.

The muscle force feedback equation for a given MTU M is

defined as:

BFM = FMTU
M /Fmax

M (t −1tM ), (6)

where, FMTU
M and Fmax

M are respectively corresponding to the

current force generated by M and the maximum force that

can be generated. The muscle excitation feedback equation is

defined as:

BSM = SSM (t −1tM ) (7)

with SMS being the excitation of the muscleM from contralat-

eral leg.

The joint sensory information is used to prevent joint

overextension. When the joint angle exceeds the limit

joint angle, the joint angle feed for preventing the joint

overextension:

BJ =

{
(φj − φ̂j)(t −1tj), if 1φ > 0, ω/ωref > −1

0, else,
(8)

where, 1tj is the time-delay, φj is the actual angle of joint j,

φ̂j is the max tolerated angle, ω is the angular speed and ωref

is the reference angular speed which is used to normalize the

joint angular speed. The sign of ω is positive when it is going

toward the joint limit angle.

The mainly environment sensory information is the contact

force between the ground and the foot. The total ground feed-

back from one foot is defined as the sum of the normalized

output from all contact points:

BG = kG

∑
Fpt(t −1tpt)

m · g
, (9)

where, g is the gravity, m is the mass of the body, 1tpt is the

time-delay, Fpt is the output force of contact point and kG is

a factor found by optimization.

The torso sensory information is the current state of the

torso. The torso feedback function is defined as a PD control

law that aims to bring the actual torso angle θ toward a

reference angle θ̂ :

BT = {kp(θ (t −1tT )− θ̂ )+ kd θ̇ (t −1tT )}±, (10)

where, kp and kd are control parameters from policy control

layer, 1tT is the time-delay that neural reflex net receive

sensory information from torso. The sign of the brackets

depends on the action of the muscles on the trunk; Negative
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if the action of the muscle is in the direction of positive angle

changes and positive otherwise [5].

For each MTU, the stimulation SM that it received from

neural reflex layer is modeled as a basal stimulation S0M
plus a linear combination of the weighted feedback sensory

information:

SM =





ŜM +
∑
GMS BS , if 0 6 SM 6 1

0, if SM < 0

1, if SM > 1,

(11)

where, ŜM is the basal excitation for M, BS is the feedback

value from one sensor which has an impact on M, and GMS is

a positive gain factor of the map.

Two different phases of walking were defined as submod-

els: the stance phase and the swing phase [33]. The stance

phase is modeled began at the exact instant that the foot

made contact with the ground. In this model, the main task

of the MTUs on the support leg is to push the body forward

and simultaneously keep the trunk balanced. The relationship

between feedback sensory information and muscle excita-

tions in stance phase is defined as:





SstanceHAB = ŜstanceHAB + G
HAB
HABF

BHABF + GHAB
T BcoronalT

+ GHAB
HAB

opp
S

BHAB
OPP

S

SstanceHAD = ŜstanceHAD + G
HAD
T BcoronalT + GHAD

HAD
opp
S

BHAD
OPP

S

SstanceGLU = ŜstanceGLU + G
GLU
GLUF

BGLUF + GGLU
T B

sagittal
T

+ GGLU

HFL
opp
S

BHFL
OPP

S

SstanceHFL = ŜstanceHFL + G
HFL
HFLL

BHFLL + GHFL
T B

sagittal
T

+ GHFL
GLU

opp
S

BGLU
OPP

S + GHFL
HAM

opp
S

BHAM
OPP

S

SstanceHAM = ŜstanceHAM + G
HAM
HAMF

BHAMF + GHAM
GLUS

BGLUS

SstanceVAS = ŜstanceVAS + G
VAS
VASF

BVASF − GkneeBknee

SstanceSOL = ŜstanceSOL + G
SOL
SOLF

BSOLF

SstanceTA = ŜstanceTA + GTA
TAL

BTAL + G
TA
TAF

BSOLF

SstanceGAS = ŜstanceGAS + G
GAS
GASF

BGASF

(12)

where, SstanceM is the stimulation that the neural reflex network

output to MTUM in stance phase, ŜstanceM is its basal stimula-

tion. BMF and BML are the force and length feedback informa-

tion fromMTUM . B
sagittal
T and BcoronalT are the trunk feedback

information from sagittal plane and coronal plane. BM
OPP

S is

the excitation feedback information and used to compensate

for the moment induced on the trunk by the contralateral

swing leg. Bknee is the joint angle feedback information of

knee. The feedback gain G is found by optimization.

Swing Phase began at the point where the foot left the

ground. In this phase, MTUs on the swing leg works for plac-

ing the leg into target angles in sagittal and coronal planes.

The relationship between feedback sensory information and

muscle excitations in swing phase is defined as:




S
swing
HAB = Ŝ

swing
HAB + G

HAB
HABL

BHABL + GHAB
δ Scoronalδ

S
swing
HAD = Ŝ

swing
HAD + G

HAD
HADL

BHADL + GHAD
δ Scoronal−δ

S
swing
GLU = Ŝ

swing
GLU + G

GLU
GLUL

BGLUL + GGLU
δ S

sagittal
−δ

S
swing
HFL = Ŝ

swing
HFL + G

HFL
HFLL

BHFLL + GHFL
δ S

sagittal
δ

S
swing
HAM = Ŝ

swing
HAM + G

HAM
HAML

BHAML + GHAM
δ BGLU−δ

S
swing
VAS = Ŝ

swing
VAS + G

VAS
VASL

BVASL

S
swing
SOL = Ŝ

swing
SOL + G

SOL
GASS

BGASS

S
swing
TA = Ŝ

swing
TA + GTA

TAL
BTAL + G

TA
SOLF

BSOLF

S
swing
GAS = Ŝ

swing
GAS + G

GAS
HAMF

BHAMF

(13)

In addition, if a leg switch from stance phase to swing phase

during the transitional double support phase, the stimula-

tions for stance control are inhibited and the stimulations for

swing control are excited in proportion to contact force of

contralateral leg.

C. POLICY CONTROL LAYER

The policy control layer monitors the motion of the human

model in real-time and updates control policy at the moment

that the foot heel of swing leg contacts ground. As shown

in Fig. 5, it employs the basic policy to maintain an auto-

nomic motion of the model if no changes in the environment,

and adopts a DNN to modulate the control policy when the

character observed any terrain changes. The state feature

descriptions of virtual human and terrain serves as the input

for the network. The output of the network is the action,

a, which governs the evolution of the motion during the

following steps.

FIGURE 5. According to the state of terrain and character body pose,
policy control layer determine an action for adjusting the control policy to
adapt the terrain changes.

1) STATE AND ACTION

The state s, as the input of the DNN, consists of features

describing the configuration of the character and the upcom-

ing terrain height. The projection of the midpoint of two hip
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joints onto the horizontal plane, zero point (ZP), is defined as

the reference point for all virtual human features. All heights

and positions of terrain or character are expressed relative

to ZP. We set up the virtual human’s perception range as

about 3 biped cycles which is from (ZP-1)m to (ZP+4)m. The

terrain features, T , consist of a 1D array of samples from the

terrain height-field within the perception range. The samples

are spaced 5cm apart, for a total of 100 height samples. The

character features, C , consist of the pose p and velocity v,

where p records the center of mass heights of torso, each joint,

foot-heel and foot-ball and the projection positions of them on

the horizontal plane, and v records the velocity of each joint.

Combined, the final state representation is 154 dimensional.

Fig. 6 illustrate the character and terrain features.

FIGURE 6. The state features of character and terrain.

The virtual human control model is guided by the segment

dynamics of a double pendulum [10]. The control process

can be broken down into three phases: stance phase, tran-

sitional double support phase and swing phase. During the

transitional phase, the control for acting stance is inhibited

and the control for swing leg is excited at the same time. Due

to neural reflex network involvemore reflex parameters, there

are relatively many control parameters in the neuromuscular

virtual human motion control system. If the action contains

all parameters, it may come into being a huge action space

with high learning cost. In order to meet the total system

performance’s need and reduce the cost of learning, only a

few target parameters are taken up as the elements of the

action based on the analysis of the control system. It has been

stated that one of the major tasks of neural reflex layer in

stance phase is to realize trunk balance by activating the hip

antagonists in the sagittal and coronal planes. Therefore, two

trunk balance feedback parameters in each plane are selected

as the elements of the output action of the policy control

DNN. In addition, the target trunk angle in sagittal plane is

also selected as one element of action. A swing process that

can be broken into three stages: flexing the leg to the target

clearance length, advancing the leg to the target angles in

sagittal and coronal planes, and extending the leg until ground

contact. The target clearance length and target swing angle are

two elements of the action. In addition, three parameters in

each plane are included as the action elements for computing

foot target placement. Thus, a total of 13 controller parame-

ters serve to define the available policy actions.

2) STRUCTURE OF DEEP NEURAL NETWORK

A schematic diagram of the DNN is available in Fig. 7. The

DNN receives a state s = (T ,B) as input, and first processes

the terrain features T by 128 fully connected units. The result-

ing feature vector is then concatenated with B, and processed

by two fully connected layers with 512 and 128 units. The

linear output layer with 13 units produces the final action.

Rectified linear units are used for all layers, except for the

output layers.

FIGURE 7. Schematic illustration of the DNN.

D. LEARNING CONTROL POLICY

We implement the simulation in the simulink environment

(Matlab R2017a) with the ode15s solver. The contact forces

of the model with the ground are managed by the physical

simulator of Simulink. The basic policy of the virtual human

control model is that the model adopts fixed optimal param-

eters to control walking behavior without perceiving ground

changes. It aims to generate an automatic, stable and realistic

virtual human walking on flat terrain without intervention of

the DNN in the virtual human control model. The parameters

of the basic policy are obtained after optimization by particle

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.Once the virtual human

senses a local terrain change, the DNN in policy control

layer will intervene in the motion control process to adjust

some parameters which are not directly related to the muscle

excitation. Furthermore, the DNN is trained through PPO

algorithm based on the parameters under basic policy.

1) OPTIMIZING FOR BASIC POLICY

There are 64 parameters in total for the basic policy to opti-

mize. Most of them come from neural reflex layer, and only

a few target-relevant parameters such as trunk pitch angle,

swing leg angel and length are directly assigned by the basic

policy [4]. The PSO is adopted to find out optimal control

parameters of the basic policy [34]. The update equations for

the position and velocity in the PSO algorithm are shown as:

xi(n+ 1) = xi(n)+ vi(n+ 1), (14)

vi(n+ 1) = ω ∗ vi(n)+ c1 ∗ (xg − x(n)) ∗ Rand[0 : 1]

+ c2 ∗ (xp − x(t)) ∗ Rand[0 : 1] (15)

where, xp and xg are the personal and global best position

respectively. ω is the inertia weight. c1 is the social learning
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factor and represents the attraction that a particle has toward

the success of the entire swarm. c2 is the cognitive learning

factor and represents the attraction that a particle has toward

its own success. The objective function is defined as:

R0 =

{
0, if charactor falls down

eEv+Ep+Ee , else,
(16)

where, a fall is defined as the character stumbled over an

obstacle or the torso’s pitch exceed the given threshold. The

Ev = −w
v
∑

(v∗ − v)2, Ep = −w
p|p|, and Ee = −w

e
∑

1Ė

correspond to rewards (or penalties) for velocity, position,

and effort respectively, and v is the average horizontal veloc-

ity of the center ofmass during a cycle, v∗ is the desired veloc-

ity, p is the final crosswise position deviation of the center of

mass,
∑

1Ė is the total metabolic energy expenditure over

all muscles [5].

2) DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

FOR CONTROL POLICY

The control policies which come from policy control layer

are trained with PPO, which has demonstrated state-of-the-

art results on a number of challenging control problems [35].

Algorithm 1 illustrates the overall learning process. The

policy control layer interacts with the environment at the

beginning of each biped cycle. It receives an observation s,

takes an action a, receives a scalar reward r and results in a

successor s′. The reward r is defined as:

r(s, a, s′) =

{
0, if charactor falls down

eEv+Ej , else,
(17)

where, Ev is same as in basic policy, and Ej = −w
j
∑

j τ is

the total penalty for joint overextension. The reward is used as

a training signal to encourage the character to travel forward

at a desired speed with fewer joint overextension and without

falling. If the character falls during a biped cycle, it is reset to

a default state and the terrain is regenerated randomly.

The learning adopts an off-policy exploration in which the

deterministic policy π (s) : S → A maps a state s ∈ S to an

action a ∈ A, while a stochastic policy π (s, a) : S × A →

R represents a Gaussian conditional probability distribution

of a given s. For the stochastic policy, a new action a =

µ(s) + N can be generated by applying Gaussian noise N

to the mean action µ(s) which is the output of the DNN with

parameter κµ. The return from a state is defined as the sum

of discounted future reward:

Rn =

N∑

i=n

γ (i−n)r(si, ai), (18)

where, γ ∈ [0 1] is a discounting factor. And the summa-

tion can be rewritten recursively as:

Rn = r(sn, an)+ γ

N∑

i=n+1

γ i−(n+1)r(si, ai)

= r(sn, an)+ γRn+1 (19)

Algorithm 1 Proximal Policy Optimization

κµ← random weights

κv← random weights

while not done do

while there are not enough new tuples do

s0← using basic policy and walking on level ground

for step = 1, . . . , n do

s← start state

a← π (s|κµ)

Apply a and simulate forward one step

s′← next state

r ← reward

end for

for each step do

Rλ
i ← (1− λ)

∑∞
n=1 λn−1R

(n)
i

Ĝλ
i ← Ât + Q(si)

Ŵi← (si, ai, s
′
i,R

λ
i , Ĝ

λ
i )

Store Ŵi in D

end for

end while

κµ← κoldµ

for each update step do

Sample minibatch of n samples Ŵi from D

Update value function :

for each Ŵi do

Q(si)← critic si
end for

κv← κv + αv
(
1
n

∑
i ∇κvQ(si|κv)(R

λ
i − Q(si))

)

Update policy :

for each Ŵi do

Q(si)← critic si
Âi← Ĝλ

i − Q(si)

ρi(κµ) =
π (ai,si|κµ)

π(ai,si|κoldµ )

end for

κµ←

κµ+απ
1
n

∑
i ∇κµ

min(ρi(κµ)Âi, clip(ρi(κµ), 1−ǫ, 1+

ǫ)Âi)

end for

end while

The goal of reinforcement learning is to find a con-

trol policy which maximizes the expected returns from the

start state Eπ [R1]. The value function is used to describe

the expected return after taking an action an in state

sn and thereafter following policy π : Qπ (sn, an) =

E[Rn|sn, an].

The policy π (s, a|κµ) and the value function Q(s|κv) are

learned in tandem during the PPO-based reinforcement learn-

ing process. The value function is updated using the tem-

poral difference computed with the λ-return results in the

TD(λ) algorithm [36]. The n-step return can be computed by
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truncating the sum of returns after n steps:

R
(n)
t =

n−1∑

l=0

γ lrt+l + γ nQ(st+n), (20)

where, Q(s) is the value function which approximates the

return from the remaining steps. And on this return and a

decay factor λ the λ-return can be obtain by:

Rλ
t = (1− λ)

∞∑

n=1

λn−1R
(n)
t . (21)

Similarly, the policy is updated using gradients computed

from the surrogate objective, with advantages Ât computed

using generalized advantage estimator GAE(λ) [24]:

Ât = δt + (γ λ)δt+1 + · · · + · · · + (γ λ)T−t+1δT−1, (22)

where, δt = rt + γQ(st+1) − Q(st ), t specifies the time

index in [0, T], within a given length T trajectory segment.

The GAE(λ) for current state can be computed through:

Ĝλ
t = Ât + Q(st ).

The character’s experiences are summarized by transition

tuples Ŵ = (s, a, s′,Rλ, Ĝλ). A replay buffer D with size

of 40k is used to sample and store the tuples of each biped

cycle. When the replay buffer was full, the oldest samples

were discarded. During a value update, a mini-batch of tuples

{Ŵi} are sampled uniformly from the replay buffer D. After

sampling a minibatch data from the replay buffer D, the value

function is updated using stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

method with target values:

κv← κv + αv
(1
n

∑

i

∇κvQ(si|κv)(R
λ
i − Q(si))

)
, (23)

where, αv is the critic learning rate. Let ρt (κµ) donotes the

probability ratio ρt (κµ) =
π (at ,st |κµ)

π(at ,st |κoldµ )
. The clipped surrogate

loss LCLIP(κµ) is defined as:

LCLIP(κµ) = E[min(ρt (κµ)Ât ,

clip(ρt (κµ), 1− ǫ, 1+ ǫ)Ât )|st , at ], (24)

where, ǫ is a hyperparameter. The clip modifies the surrogate

objective by clipping the probability ratio, which removes the

incentive for moving ρt outside of the interval [1− ǫ, 1+ ǫ].

therefore, the policy can be updated using SGD:

κµ← κµ + απ

1

n

∑

i

∇κµ
min(ρi(κµ)Âi,

clip(ρi(κµ), 1− ǫ, 1+ ǫ)Âi), (25)

IV. RESULT

We implement the simulation on a desktop computer and in

the simulink environment (Matlab R2017a) with the ode15s

solver. The body segment properties and the MTU phys-

iological and geometric parameters are identical to those

in [19], [37]. The contact forces of the agent with the ground

are managed by the physical simulator of simulink. We eval-

uate our proposed method on our virtual human model with

FIGURE 8. The terrain model is comprised of different sizes of trapezoidal
structures with same up and down angles. The length of each structure
and the space between two adjacent structures follows an even
distribution.

a normal walking speed 1.25 [m/s]. All of the terrains have

the same height value in coronal plane and can be expressed

by the 1D height-fields. Three representative classes of terrain

obstacles that include steps, slopes andwaves are employed in

this paper. All different terrain obstacles are modeled by one

or more trapezoidal structures with different height, trapezoid

angle and lengths of two parallel sides. As Fig. 8 shown,

the wavy ground is modeled as a series of small trapezoidal

structures, and the structure length l ti and the space length lsi
follow different distribution within given range. The change

of the length l ti , the height hi and the angle αi for a trapezoid

can generate a different obstacle. For instance, a step obstacle

has large length to height ratio, and its parallel sides are set

equal to each other. A slope obstacle has a longer baseline

and a short topline.

In order to obtain the basic control policy parameters,

we first carried out an optimization with the control model

without the DNN by using the PSO algorithm. During this

optimization process for basic policy, the total 76 con-

trol parameters are optimized with the constriction factor

w = 0.7, the cognitive factor c1 = 2.1 and the social factor

c2 = 2.1. The weight coefficients for reward function are

set to wv = 1,wp = 100 and we = 0.0001 respectively. The

optimal result obtained after about 3000 iterations on average.

Fig. 9(a) shown the optimized walking of the NMVH with

basic control policy parameters, and Fig. 9(b) given one step

comparations on joint angles and torques of NMVH and real

human [5].

The goal of the training for this NMVH is to learn how to

walk steadily over the given terrains. When the optimization

process of the basic policy is finished, the DNN in policy

control layer will be trained by use of PPO algorithm for

adjusting some control parameters to cope with the changes

of terrain and virtual human state. The main time consump-

tion of the learning process comes from themotion simulation

of the NMVH rather than the updating of the DNN. The

virtual human learns walking skills for traversing terrains

with step, slope and wavy obstacles. All of the obstacles were

placed randomly in the environment with spaced 0.5m to 3m

apart. Fig. 10(a-c) show the learned skills of the agent walking

in a single type of terrain. The steps are changed in height

ranging from 0.05 to 0.2m, with lengths follow a Gaussian

distribution G(5, 0.1). The slope angle is evenly distributed

in the range 2-10 degrees in training. The widths of obstacles

in wavy terrains varied ranging from 0.3 to 1m.
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FIGURE 9. The optimized result of the basic policy for controlling NUVH
to walk on flat terrain: (a) the NMVH walks on flat ground with basic
control policy, (b) the trajectory comparations of joint angle and torque
between NMVH and real human.

Separate policies are learned for each class of terrain. The

normalized rewards of the training process for the 3 different

classes of terrain are shown in Fig. 10(d). During the learning

process in 3 different terrains, terrains were updated for each

episode, and some tuples from basic policy were added with

the main tuples coming from exploration to update the DNN

in policy control layer. The experience replay memory D

records the 20k most recent tuples. Updates are performed

by sampling mini-batches of n = 32 tuples from D and

applying stochastic gradient descent with momentum with a

discount factor γ = 0.96. The value function learning rate αv
is set to 0.001, the policy learning rate αµ is set to 0.001, and

momentum equal to 0.9. A weight decay of 0.0005 is applied

to the policy for regularization. For the action exploration,

FIGURE 10. The optimized control policies of the NMVH learned on
3 classes of terrain: (a) the terrain with step obstacles only, (b) the terrain
with slope obstacles only, (c) the terrain with wavy obstacles only, (d) the
normalized rewards of the training process for the 3 different classes of
terrain.

the covariance of the Gaussian noise is set to approximately

10% of the allowed range of values. Exploration is turned off

during the evaluation of the control policies.
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FIGURE 11. Results of the NMVH learned on mixed terrains:
(a) the NMVH walks on the mixed terrain with the DRL policy,
(b) the training process for the DRL policy.

The results show that the control policy trained by DRL in

a specific class of terrain can make the NMVH able to adap-

tively walk on the same class of terrain. In order to achieve

the capability of the NMVH to walk in complex terrains,

a control policy is also learned for a mixed terrain class that

randomly arranged the position and shape of the obstacles.

The parameter ranges of the mixed terrains are the same as

for the individual environments. Every 50 simulation steps

(one episode), the learning terrain were randomly constructed

and remain fixed for the course of the episode. The learned

walking skills of the agent in the mixed terrain are shown

in Fig. 11(a), and the normalized reward of the learning pro-

cess is show in Fig. 11(b). Roughly 11000 training episodes

were required to obtain good performance.

Table 1 shows the performance comparisons of our DRL

trained policy and the optimized classical reflex control

model (RCM) proposed by Geyer and Herr [3]. The parame-

ters of RCM are optimized for the 4 different classes of terrain

by using PSO method. The terrains which are used to test

the performances of methods are constructed by successive

uniform random selection of the given features with ampli-

tudes increasing gradually. The space between two obstacles

TABLE 1. Performance(m) of two framework for characters walking on
different terrain.

is randomly generated over the specified range, with the

increase of the obstacles 2% every 10m distance. The mean

distance before a fall is used as the performance metric,

as measured across 100 epochs. Obviously, the proposed

DRL policy achieved better performance than the optimized

reflex control model on all 4 kinds of terrains. The RCM

perform poorly when encountering unfamiliar obstacles, such

as optimizing under slopes for testing in steps and optimizing

under steps for testing in slopes. The DRL don’t have the

problem and show the same good performances for all tested

environments.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a hierarchical biomechanical virtual

human control framework for 3D bipedal walking skills.

A deep neural network is integrated into the framework and

trained by PPO for improving the terrain adaptive capability

of the muscle-actuated 3D virtual human model. Given the

results from the study in this paper, it is shown to produce

robust high-level controller that can directly exploit terrain

maps and work with high-dimensional state descriptions

for terrain adaptive locomotion. We have also noticed that

assigning fixed parameters to neural reflex network limits the

motion diversity of the character. It will be important for us

in the future to find ways of developing the framework of

low-level controller. Moreover, we will consider improving

performance of our proposed approach with some methods,

such as generative adversarial imitation learning.
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